
L A M P S

CDI COLLECTION

TABLE LAMPS / FLOOR LAMPS / PENDANTS / WALL LAMPS / OUTDOOR LAMPS



ARC LAMP FLOS
FLOOR LAMP

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/arc-lamp-flos


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/arc-lamp-flos


PIPISTRELLO / MINIPIPISTRELLO
TABLE LAMP

https://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/gae-aulenti-pipistrello-lampe-de-table


CDI  shop.classicdesignitalia.com

https://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/catalogsearch/result/?q=pipistrello


P A I N T  T  S T R I P E
TABLE LAMP

100% Made in Italy. These models of the Trame series 
present a structure in Nebulite covered by a striped 
yarn. The regular and geometric pattern of the fiber re-
minds of pop art, but the leading role is played by the 
color blue, purple, red, yellow - of the actual lines. When 
the lamp is on, the chromatic effect, mixed with the li-
ght, creates a multitude of colors.
Bulb excluded (E14 max 28W power light).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-t-stripe
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-trama-t1


T R A M A  T 1
TABLE LAMP

100% Made in Italy. These lamps are characterized by an en-
tirely handmade knitted fabric structure, made solid and fi-
re-resistant by resin. Thanks to this expedient, the hat main-
tains the look of knitted textile, but is solid and resistant. The 
atmosphere that the lamp gives the room, by creating a sug-
gestive crochet effect of light and shadow, is extraordinary, 
cozy and intense
Bulb excluded (E14 max 42W power light).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-trama-t1


T R A M A  T 2
TABLE LAMP

100% Made in Italy. These lamps are characterized by an 
entirely handmade knitted fabric structure, made solid 
and fire-resistant by resin. Thanks to this expedient, the 
hat maintains the look of knitted textile, but is solid and 
resistant. 

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-trama-t2


The atmosphere that the lamp gives the room, by creating a suggestive crochet effect of 
light and shadow, is extraordinary, cozy and intense
Bulb excluded (E14 max 42W power light).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-trama-t2


T R A M A  1 / 2
PENDANT LAMP

100% Made in Italy. These lamps are 
characterized by an entirely handma-
de knitted fabric structure, made so-
lid and fire-resistant by resin. Thanks 
to this expedient, the hat maintains 
the look of knitted textile, but is solid 
and resistant. The atmosphere that 
the lamp gives the room, by creating a 
suggestive crochet effect of light and 
shadow, is extraordinary, cozy and in-
tense
Bulb excluded (E14 max 42W power 
light).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-trama-1


T R A M A  A 1
WALL LAMP

100% Made in Italy. These lamps are characterized by an en-
tirely handmade knitted fabric structure, made solid and fi-
re-resistant by resin. Thanks to this expedient, the hat main-
tains the look of knitted textile, but is solid and resistant. The 
atmosphere that the lamp gives the room, by creating a sug-
gestive crochet effect of light and shadow, is extraordinary, 
cozy and intense Bulb excluded (E14 max 42W power light).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-trama-a1


P A I N T  S T R I P E
PENDANT LAMP

00% Made in Italy. The-
se models of the Trame 
series present a structu-
re in Nebulite covered 
by a striped yarn. The 
regular and geometric 
pattern of the fiber re-
minds of pop art, but the 
leading role is played 
by the color blue, pur-
ple, red, yellow - of the 
actual lines. When the 
lamp is on, the chroma-
tic effect, mixed with 
the light, creates a mul-
titude of colors.
Bulb excluded (E14 max 
28W power light).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-stripe
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-stripe


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-stripe


J A Z Z  S T R I P E
PENDANT LAMP

100% Made in Italy. These models of the Trame se-
ries present a structure in Nebulite covered by a 
striped yarn. The regular and geometric pattern of 
the fiber reminds of pop art, but the leading role is 
played by the color blue, purple, red, yellow - of the 
actual lines. When the lamp is on, the chromatic 
effect, mixed with the light, creates a multitude of 
colors.
Bulb excluded (E14 max 28W power light).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-jazz-stripe
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-jazz-stripe


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-jazz-stripe


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-t-lavagna


P A I N T  T
LAVAGNA / CEMENTO / NEBULA

TABLE LAMP

100% Made in Italy. 

Lavagna (blackboard) has been 
created with the idea of evoca-
ting positive images, that be-
long to all of us, like the first 
day of school, the drawings on 
the school desk, the colored 
pencils. Its most appealing cha-
racteristic is the surface, made 
purposely to be written on and 
erased, exactly like a blackbo-
ard, lived day by day in a light 
and playful manner.

Cemento is a lamp of great ma-
terial impact, a bridge of dialo-
gue between the external part, 
made of cement varnish, and 
the internal one, made of colo-
red Nebulite.

Nebula has a smooth, even 
look, almost marmoreal: a trait 
that comes from the use of Ne-
bulite, an innovative material 
made of resins and fibers that 
enhance its brightening power.
Bulb excluded (E14 max 28W 
power light).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-t-cemento
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-t-lavagna
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-t-lavagna
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-t-nebula


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-flower-lavagna


F L O W E R
LAVAGNA / CEMENTO

FLOOR LAMP

100% Made in Italy. 
Lavagna (blackboard) has been created with 
the idea of evocating positive images, that be-
long to all of us, like the first day of school, the 
drawings on the school desk, the colored pen-
cils. Its most appealing characteristic is the sur-
face, made purposely to be written on and era-
sed, exactly like a blackboard, lived day by day 
in a light and playful manner.

Cemento is a lamp of great material impact, a 
bridge of dialogue between the external part, 
made of cement varnish, and the internal one, 
made of colored Nebulite.
Bulb excluded (E27 max 70w power light).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-flower-lavagna
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-flower-cemento


C Y R C U S  F 
NEBULA / CEMENTO / LAVAGNA
FLOOR LAMP

100% Made in Italy. Lavagna (blackboard) has been 
created with the idea of evocating positive images, 
that belong to all of us, like the first day of school, 
the drawings on the school desk, the colored pencils. 
Its most appealing characteristic is the surface, made 
purposely to be written on and erased, exactly like 
a blackboard, lived day by day in a light and playful 
manner.

Cemento is a lamp of great material impact, a bridge 
of dialogue between the external part, made of ce-
ment varnish, and the internal one, made of colored 
Nebulite.

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-cyrcus-f-lavagna
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-cyrcus-f-nebula
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-cyrcus-f-cemento


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-cyrcus-f-cemento


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-bin-lavagna


B I N
NEBULA / CEMENTO / LAVAGNA
PENDANT LAMP

100% Made in Italy. Lavagna (blackboard) has been created with the idea of 
evocating positive images, that belong to all of us, like the first day of school, the 
drawings on the school desk, the colored pencils. Its most appealing characte-
ristic is the surface, made purposely to be written on and erased, exactly like a 
blackboard, lived day by day in a light and playful manner.

Cemento is a lamp of great material impact, a bridge of dialogue between the 
external part, made of cement varnish, and the internal one, made of colored 
Nebulite. 

Nebula has a smooth, even look, almost marmoreal: a trait that comes from the 
use of Nebulite, an innovative material made of resins and fibers that enhance 
its brightening power. Bulb excluded (E14 max 28W power light).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-bin-lavagna
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-bin-cemento


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-lavagna


P A I N T
LAVAGNA / CEMENTO / NEBULA

FLOOR LAMP

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-paint-nebula


F L O O R  M O O N
FLOOR LAMP

100% Made in Italy. “T.moon” is inspired by the moon 
and its lunar matter emphasized by the texture of the 
material Nebulite. This metaphoric pendant creates an 
efficient and functional light source as well as an atmo-
spherical and evocative lighting. 
Bulb excluded (E27 max 70w hal-eco).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-floor-moon-1


T R E  L U N E
PENDANT LAMP

100% Made in Italy. Tre lune is the ideal pendant to light up 
your living room or hallway. It is a fascinating ceiling piece that 
makes any space special with its atmospheric, although fun-
ctional light.
The Nebulite material has been developed specifically to cre-
ate this unique soft lighting.
Bulb excluded (3 x E14 max 3 x 11w hal-eco).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-floor-moon-1
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-tre-lune


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-tank-1


T A N K  1 / 2
FLOOR LAMP

100% Made in Italy. The semi-transparency and the intricately intricate sur-
face of floor lamp “Tank” work together to enhance this atmospheric light. 
The Nebulite material creates a warm and inviting ambience that is most 
welcome in many environments.
Bulb excluded (E27 max 105w hal-eco).

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-tank-1
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-tank-1


L U C E  L I Q U I D A
TABLE LAMP

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-luce-liquida-3


CDI  shop.classicdesignitalia.com

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-luce-liquida-1
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-luce-liquida-3


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-h20


H 2 O
PENDANT LAMP

100% Made in Italy. The “H2O” is a pendant in Nebu-
lite, available both in transparent and matt finish and 
in different colours experiencing different styles. It can 
be used, either alone or in composition, for many dif-
ferent purposes such as a working light for your desk, 
to light up your kitchen table or just as a decorative 
piece in your favorite corner.
Bulb excluded (E27 max 105w hal-eco)

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-h20
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-h20


E R B A R I A  L A M P
PENDANT LAMP

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-erbaria-lamp


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-erbaria-lamp
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-erbaria-lamp


F I L E  L A M P
FLOOR LAMP

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-file-floor-lamp


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-file-floor-lamp
http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-file-floor-lamp


B A L O O N  L A M P
PENDANT LAMP

http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-baloon-lamp


http://shop.classicdesignitalia.com/fr/cdi-collection-baloon-lamp


www.classicdesignitalia.com  |  shop.classicdesignitalia.com

Telephone:  EN +44 203 93 17 326   FR  +33 09 80 09 05 45
Mail: help@classicdesignitalia.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Gqit-ZP_ac
https://shop.classicdesignitalia.com
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